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Nitesh Cape Cod

Garden City Bangalore is known for its beauty and offers remarkable career in the field of IT
companies and MNCs. The majority of residents living in Bangalore belong to working class. They
believe in having contemporary lifestyle, living in hygienic and luxurious place. The people who are
residing in Bangalore are peace loving and career oriented and give value to elevated class living.
They want to invest their money in a place where they can get maximum returns. Nitesh Cape Cod
is offering them world class residential project where they can fulfill their desire of high class living in
a marvelous place. Nitesh Cape Cod is a project which totally matches their ultra luxurious
contemporary lifestyle.

Nitesh Cape Cod is the most luxurious forthcoming residential project of Nitesh Group planned at
the place located at Bellandur Village, Outer Ring Road in Bangalore. The project consist 417
magnificently constructed apartments offering the choice of 2/3/4 BHK apartments of the size
ranging area from 1260 sq ft to 2385 sq ft. Nitesh Cape Cod is extend over large area of 4.5 acres
to offer you adequate open area for fresh air and abundant sunlight at the each corner of your
dream home. In addition, each apartment is constructed with high excellence materials to offer you
high class finishing. The tentative time on which possession of the apartments is expected to be
offered is year 2013. The price of the splendid apartments of Nitesh Cape Cod is starting from Rs.
53, 55,000 onwards. Nitesh Cape Cod is not just copiously constructed apartments but they are
homes where one can get peace and gratification where many sweet memories will be appreciated. 
The whole project is bordered by the beautiful landscapes and broad foliage to offer its residents
more eco-friendly living environment.

Nitesh Cape Cod is initiated at the location from where one can get nearness to many corporate
houses, such as, Intel, Cisco, Accenture, Cap Gemini, and many more. At the same time one can
get quick contact to Whitefield Electronic City and Kormanagala one of the premium class vicinity of
the Bangalore city in order to save the priceless time of its populace and provide them maximum
leisure time spend with family and friends. Nitesh Cape Cod is intact with many contemporary
amenities, such as, 100% power back-up, childrenâ€™s play area, club houses, gymnasium, swimming
pool, and large landscape garden. In addition, this project is designed for all comfort and offering
you pleasure to live in high class society.

Nitesh Group is one of the very renowned groups in the field of real estate. The group has a
wonderful team of hard working and dedicated engineers, designers, and architects. They are
working hard day and night to offer more than the expectation to the customers of Nitesh Group. By
its true dedication Nitesh Group has become one of the leading organizations in the field of
infrastructures. The network of the group is spread over 8 cities across India. By the unbreakable
commitment of the group now they are going to start construction work in IT Park, 5 star hotels, and
shopping malls. Nitesh Group at present time productively extended its various projects in cities,
like, Kolkata, Goa, Chennai, Hyderabad, and Kochi.
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Hronit Sharma - About Author:
InvestInNest is a Professional India Property consultant to provide the service to Mostly NRI, to
invest money in India's booming real estate Sector since last 10 years. To learn more about this kit
and receive your FREE Real Estate Wealth Newsletter go to a Nitesh Cape Cod.
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